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Abstract
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Drug delivery to the brain is hindered by the presence of the blood-brain barrier (BBB). Although
the BBB restricts the passage of many substances, it is actually selectively permeable to nutrients
necessary for healthy brain function. To accomplish the task of nutrient transport, the brain
endothelium is endowed with a diverse collection of molecular transport systems. One such class of
transport system, known as a receptor-mediated transcytosis (RMT), employs the vesicular
trafficking machinery of the endothelium to transport substrates between blood and brain. If
appropriately targeted, RMT systems can also be used to shuttle a wide range of therapeutics into
the brain in a noninvasive manner. Over the last decade, there have been significant developments
in the arena of RMT-based brain drug transport, and this review will focus on those approaches that
have been validated in an in vivo setting.
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INTRODUCTION
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The blood-brain barrier (BBB) provides the brain with nutrients, prevents the introduction of
harmful blood-borne substances, and restricts the movement of ions and fluid to ensure an
optimal environment for brain function. As a consequence of its barrier properties, the BBB
also prevents the movement of drugs from the blood into the brain, and therefore acts as an
obstacle for the systemic delivery of neurotherapeutics. Unless a therapeutic molecule is lipidsoluble with a molecular weight of 400–600 Da or less, brain penetration is limited (1).
Furthermore, efflux transport systems may target the drugs that meet these criteria and export
them from the brain. As a result, the BBB excludes many small-molecule pharmaceuticals, and
nearly all biopharmaceuticals such as gene and protein medicines fail to penetrate into the brain
tissue to an appreciable extent (1). Thus, although the surface area of the human brain
microvasculature available for drug transport (~20 m2) is more than adequate for treating the
entire brain volume, the barrier properties of the BBB continue to restrict brain drug delivery
via the bloodstream (2).
To date, strategies for the delivery of drugs that do not have an appreciable BBB permeability
have included both invasive and noninvasive approaches. Direct intracranial injection,
intraventricular administration and BBB disruption are examples of invasive delivery
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techniques that have been reviewed elsewhere (3). Instead, this review will focus on a rapidly
developing class of novel, delivery reagents that function in mediating noninvasive blood-tobrain transport by taking advantage of endogenous nutrient transport systems present at the
BBB. Nutrients and water-soluble compounds such as ions, amino acids, vitamins, and proteins
that are necessary for brain function possess specific transport systems embedded in the plasma
membranes of the BBB to allow brain entry. Two main classes of transport systems function
at the BBB. The first, carrier-mediated transport, relies on molecular carriers present at both
the apical (blood) and basolateral (brain) membranes of the BBB (Figure 1C). These carriers
tend to be highly stereospecific and function in the selective transport of small molecules such
as ions, energy sources and amino acids. Using carrier-mediated transport systems for
noninvasive drug delivery by conjugating therapeutics to the natural substrates has been studied
and is reviewed elsewhere in this issue. One factor to take into consideration is that since carriermediated transport systems are typically small, stereospecific pores, they are not particularly
amenable to the transport of large-molecule therapeutics.
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Receptor-mediated transport mechanisms are also present at the BBB, and these involve the
vesicular trafficking system of the brain endothelium (Figure 1A). Brain influx of nutrients
such as iron (4), insulin (5), and leptin (6) occurs by a transcellular, receptor-mediated transport
mechanism known as transcytosis. Briefly, a circulating ligand interacts with a specific receptor
at the apical plasma membrane of the endothelial cell. Once bound to ligand, the process of
endocytosis is initiated as the receptor-ligand complexes cluster and membrane invagination
leads to the formation of intracellular transport vesicles (7). The transport vesicles are subject
to sorting within the cell; and in transcytosis, the vesicles containing receptor-ligand complexes
or alternatively, vesicles containing dissociated ligands are sent to the basolateral side of the
polarized endothelial cell, where they are released. In this way, molecules can cross the
endothelium and enter the brain without disruption of the barrier properties.
While receptor-mediated transcytosis (RMT) systems are selective pathways for trans-BBB
transport in that they require the initial binding of a ligand to something on or in the plasma
membrane of the endothelial cells that make up the BBB, absorptive-mediated transcytosis
relies on nonspecific charge-based interactions (3). Absorptive-mediated transcytosis (AMT)
can be initiated by polycationic molecules binding to negative charges on the plasma membrane
(8) (Figure 1B). However, this method lacks specific targeting and may lead to widespread
absorption (3). Similarly, protein transduction domains such as the HIV TAT peptide lack
targeting and have been shown to have a broad biodistribution that may necessitate prohibitive
doses (9). Since noninvasive delivery approaches based on cationization (AMT) or the use of
protein transduction domains lack targeting specificity, this review will be focused only on
those RMT systems that can be explicitly targeted.
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In order to exploit endogenous RMT systems for drug delivery, the therapeutic or therapeutic
carrier of interest must be conjugated to a molecule that has the capability of targeting an RMT
system (RMT delivery vector). This vector could be either the natural ligand or artificial ligands
like antibodies or peptides. In either case, the vector-conjugated drug cargo gains access to the
brain interstitium by “piggybacking” on the natural RMT system (Figure 1A). In contrast to
carrier-mediated transport, size restrictions on therapeutic cargo are greatly diminished when
targeting an RMT system since it employs vesicle-based transport rather than a stereoselective
carrier. As examples detailed throughout this review support, small molecules, proteins, genes,
and drug-loaded particles can all be delivered via RMT mechanisms. Thus, using noninvasive
approaches that require nothing more than an intravenous injection can allow for brain delivery
of a variety of drug cargoes. This review will first detail several strategies for linking
therapeutics to BBB delivery vectors. Then, we will discuss the promising approaches
employing RMT systems for in vivo brain delivery. Finally, strategies for secondary targeting
of specific brain cell populations will be touched upon.
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In order for a neuropharmaceutical to be delivered into the brain via the receptor-mediated
mechanism depicted in Figure 1, it must first be linked to the BBB delivery vector. The
following section briefly reviews several strategies that have been used to link therapeutic
cargo with BBB delivery vectors [more extensive reviews include (3,8,10–12)]. These include
both covalent linkage and non-covalent association between drug and delivery vector.
Recently, the use of liposomes and nanoparticles loaded with drug and decorated with a BBB
targeting vector has also been reported. Details regarding which linkage method was used for
a specific brain delivery study can be found in Table 1.
I. Chemical linkage
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The key to any linkage strategy is to ensure that both the transport vector and pharmaceutical
protein retain their functionality. Several well-established methods for covalent chemical
conjugation have been used to achieve this goal. The most common approach is linkage via
primary amines, principally lysine residues, of either the targeting vector or protein therapeutic.
Chemical functionalization using Traut’s reagent (2-iminothiolane) yields a thiol that can
subsequently be reacted with maleimide-functionalized drug or vector to form a stable thioether
bond. Thiolated drug or vector can also be reacted with a free cysteine or reduced disulfide
bond to yield a disulfide-bonded drug-vector conjugate (3). To further ensure functionality of
the vector and protein, a chemical spacer (CH2)5NHCO(CH2)5NHCO or polyethylene glycol
(PEG) moiety can be incorporated into the linkage to reduce steric hindrance (10).
II. Non-covalent streptavidin/biotin linkage
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Due to the extremely high binding affinity between streptavidin and biotin (Kd ~ 10−15 M),
this non-covalent interaction can be used to couple BBB delivery vectors with therapeutics
(3,10). To achieve this coupling, the therapeutics can be monobiotinylated at lysine residues
using N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) analogs of biotin, or alternatively, biotin can be attached
using biotin hydrazide which reacts with carboxylic acid moieties on glutamate and aspartate
residues (10). Having multiple choices of amino acid residues where biotin can be attached
can be helpful to ensure that the therapeutic activity is retained upon biotinylation (13). In
addition, as a result of streptavidin multivalency, it has been shown that monobiotinylation is
necessary to prevent the formation of aggregates, and hence rapid clearance by the
reticuloendothelial system (RES) (2). The streptavidin can be coupled to the targeting vector
via a thioether linkage using methods described in the previous section. A BBB-targeted
therapeutic can then be created simply by mixing the biotinylated therapeutic with the
streptavidin-functionalized targeting vector. Again a PEG linkage can be used to better separate
the therapeutic and targeting moiety, while also providing improved plasma residence time in
some cases (14).
III. Liposomes
Liposomes are spherical phospholipid-based nanocontainers that form spontaneously in an
aqueous solution. For the purposes of drug delivery to the brain, controlling liposome size to
be around 85 nm in diameter has proven successful (15). The liposomes can be used to
encapsulate a large amount of small water-soluble molecules in their aqueous core, absorb
lipophilic drugs in their lipid bilayer membrane, or complex with gene-based medicines (12,
16,17). Early problems with liposomes involved their rapid uptake by the RES and consequent
removal from circulating blood (18). However, once the liposomes were sterically stabilized
through the incorporation of PEG-distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DSPE) moieties into
the liposome bilayer, loss via the RES system was substantially reduced (18). In addition,
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specificity can be added to liposomes by coating their surface with targeting molecules. As an
example, “immunoliposomes” can be formed by coating liposomes with a BBB-targeting
antibody. This can be accomplished by incorporating PEG-DSPE that possesses a maleimide
at the PEG tip to facilitate attachment to a thiolated targeting vector by stable thioether linkage
(10,15,17).
IV. Nanoparticles
Nanoparticles are solid colloidal particles that can be synthesized using a variety of polymers
and techniques (11). Pharmaceuticals can be entrapped in the matrix, encapsulated in the core,
or attached to the surface of a nanoparticle (11,12). The most frequently used nanoparticle
formulation for brain drug delivery consists of poly(butyl cyanoacrylate) (PBCA) (19–26). In
order to overcome the uptake in RES of the liver and spleen, nanoparticles can be coated with
surfactants or, PEGylated like liposomes (12). As described later in this review, coating with
the surfactant polysorbate 80 also indirectly promotes brain uptake of the nanoparticle contents
(19–25).

RECEPTOR-MEDIATED TARGETS FOR BRAIN ENTRY
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The most important aspect of the design of BBB delivery vector-drug conjugates is clearly the
choice of BBB delivery vector and its cognate RMT system. In this section, we will detail the
current choices for receptor-mediated BBB transport, with a special emphasis towards those
systems that have shown promise in vivo. In addition, the delivery attributes of the various
BBB RMT systems have been compiled in Table I to facilitate comparison.
I. Transferrin receptor
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The transferrin receptor (TfR), perhaps the most studied receptor known to undergo RMT, is
highly expressed by brain capillaries to mediate the delivery of iron to the brain (4). The natural
ligand for the TfR is the iron binding protein, transferrin (Tf) (27). Human TfR is a
transmembrane glycoprotein consisting of two 90 kDa subunits joined by intermolecular
disulfide bonds, with each subunit having the capability of binding to one Tf molecule (28,
29). There are some questions as to the actual extent of Tf transcytosis as it has been shown
that uptake of iron by the brain exceeds that of Tf (30). Subsequent studies have concluded
that only a small amount of Tf is actually transcytosed across the brain capillary endothelial
cells and deposited in the brain (31,32). Despite the questions regarding delivery mechanism,
the Tf ligand itself has been used for brain targeting. For example, Shin et al. (33) describe the
brain delivery of iodinated IgG3 antibody fused with Tf. The human IgG3 immunoglobulin
was used as a model antibody to test the Tf linkage points that led to the most efficient brain
delivery. It was found that attachment of Tf to the hinge region of IgG3 yielded the highest
brain uptake, 0.3% of the injected dose. More recently, the antiviral drug, azidothymidine
(AZT) has been delivered using Tf-targeted, PEGylated albumin nanoparticles (PEG-NP). The
percentage of drug recovered in the rat brain was 21.1% using the Tf-targeted PEG-NP, while
non-targeted PEG-NP alone showed only a 9.3% accumulation after 4 hours (34).
However, Tf is likely not an ideal brain delivery vector since the TfR is nearly saturated with
endogenous Tf that persists in the bloodstream at a concentration of 25 µM, meaning that a
Tf-targeted drug would have to compete with the natural ligand (3,29). As an alternative, there
has been much proof-of-concept success in using antibodies against the TfR. The mouse
monoclonal antibody (MAb) against the rat TfR, OX26, has been the most thoroughly studied.
This antibody binds to an extracellular epitope of the TfR that is distinct from the Tf binding
site therefore limiting effects on normal Tf transport, and preventing competition for binding
sites between the drug targeting vector and natural ligand (35). The OX26 BBB-targeting vector
has been validated quite extensively as a brain delivery agent that, when conjugated to
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therapeutic cargo, can elicit pharmacologic effects. For example, neuroprotective agents such
as brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) have been tested for amelioration of stroke
symptoms (36). BDNF was coupled to biotin (B) via PEG-hydrazide and streptavidin (SA)
was coupled to OX26, yielding an OX26-BDNF conjugate as a result of streptavidin/biotin
(SA/B) interactions. Unconjugated BDNF or the OX26-BDNF conjugate were intravenously
injected into rats subjected to permanent middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO). It was
found that rats given the OX26-BDNF conjugate had a 243% increase in motor performance
relative to BDNF alone (36), indicating significant promise for treatment of stroke symptoms.
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Using similar techniques, OX26 has been used to deliver many different drugs to the rat brain
in vivo in a noninvasive fashion. A few highlights are described here. Vasoactive intestinal
peptide (VIP) participates in the regulation of cerebral blood flow. When an OX26-VIP
conjugate (SA/B) was injected into conscious adult rats, there was a 60% increase in
hemispheric blood flow, while unconjugated VIP produced no change in blood flow (13).
Human basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), also known as fibroblast growth factor-2
(FGF-2), is a neurotrophic factor that was found to be neuroprotective in conditions of brain
ischemia when administered by intracerebroventricular injection (37,38). When OX26conjugated bFGF (SA/B) was injected intravenously into rats with permanent MCAO, an 80%
reduction in infarct volume resulted. In contrast, the same dose of unconjugated biotinylated
bFGF did not result in significant change (38). Kordower et al. (39) examined the use of OX26
conjugated to NGF in a rat model of Huntington’s disease (HD) and found it prevented the
degeneration of cholinergic striatal acetyltransferase-immunoreactive neurons. In addition to
delivering protein payloads, OX26 can also be used to deliver plasmid DNA encoding
exogenous therapeutic genes. For instance, plasmid DNA encoding β-galactosidase has been
delivered noninvasively to the rat brain by encapsulating it in OX26-targeted, PEGylated
liposomes. This approach resulted in gene expression deep within the parenchyma of the brain
in all cell types, and also in other organs with enriched expression of TfR, like the liver and
the spleen (17). Similar approaches have also been used to deliver small molecules like
daunomycin (16,40,41), antisense oligonucleotides (ODN) and peptide nucleic acids (PNA)
as therapeutics (42–45).
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Since OX26 does not crossreact with the mouse TfR, another monoclonal antibody, 8D3, has
been used as a BBB-targeting vector in the mouse (35). Examples of using 8D3 for mouse
brain delivery include the delivery of exogenous plasmid DNA encoding the model enzymes
β-galactosidase and luciferase using 8D3-targeted PEGylated liposomes (46). When gene
expression was driven by the constitutive simian virus 40 (SV40) promoter, β-galactosidase
activity was expressed in the brain and other TfR-rich organs like the spleen, liver, and lung.
In contrast, when the brain-specific glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) promoter was instead
used to drive enzyme expression, there was no gene expression in the peripheral organs, but
high level expression in astrocytes was observed (46). Brain and peripheral organ delivery of
β-galactosidase was also successful when the actual enzyme, rather than the gene, was
conjugated to 8D3 using an SA/B linkage (47). As another example of nucleic acid delivery,
8D3 was conjugated to a radiolabeled 16-mer antisense PNA using SA/B linkage and used for
imaging in a model of HD. The antisense PNA was designed to hybridize to exon 1 of the
huntingtin gene (48). The 8D3-PNA conjugate was administered intravenously to R6/2
transgenic mice, a model of HD which expresses exon 1 of the huntingtin gene (48). The 8D3PNA compound was sequestered, as measured by brain radioactivity, in the brains of the
transgenic mice at a 3-fold higher level relative to the littermate control (48). The 8D3 system
has also been used to image beta-amyloid plaques in a transgenic mouse model of Alzheimer’s
disease. Intravenous injection of 8D3-conjugated, radiolabeled Aβ1–40 into the transgenic
mouse model allowed the visualization and quantitation of amyloid deposition (49). Another
antibody to the mouse TfR, the monoclonal antibody R17–127, also undergoes RMT through
the mouse BBB. The antibody 8D3 has a higher plasma area under the curve (AUC), brain
Pharm Res. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 May 21.
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uptake, and percent injected dose/g brain than R17–127; but interestingly R17–127 is more
brain selective in that there was no measurable uptake in the mouse kidney or liver (35). It was
suggested that the R17–127 may achieve its organ specificity by recognizing an epitope on
BBB TfR that is inaccessible in the liver (35). Thus, all targeting vectors do not behave the
same way, even when they target the same receptor.
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Although the TfR has been substantially studied as an RMT system that allows noninvasive
delivery of various therapeutics to the brain using the OX26 and 8D3 antibodies, there are some
drawbacks that exist. First, the widespread expression of the TfR on peripheral organs limits
its capability for specific brain delivery, and as a result only 0.44% of the injected dose OX26
reaches the rat brain after 24 hours (50). Similarly, approximately 1.5% (3.1 %ID/g, ~0.5 g/
brain) and 0.8% (1.6 %ID/g, ~0.5 g/brain) of the injected dose of 8D3 and R17–127,
respectively, reached the mouse brain after 1 hour (35). However, pharmacologic effects are
clearly observed and using secondary targeting strategies such as a brain-specific promoter to
drive cell or tissue-specific gene expression could limit concerns regarding drug side effects
in non-brain tissues (46). In addition, although these particular antibodies do not recognize the
human TfR, antibodies that do recognize the human transferrin receptor and transport into the
primate brain exist (51). However, these antibodies are not of human origin and could cause
an immunogenic effect if ever used for human treatment. Strategies to overcome this hurdle
will be discussed in reference to the insulin receptor RMT/anti-insulin receptor MAb system
in the next section.
II. Insulin receptor and insulin-like growth factor receptor
The insulin receptor, like the TfR, is found on the luminal membrane of brain capillary
endothelial cells as well as at the plasma membrane of other brain cells (52,53), and it can
undergo RMT across the BBB endothelium (5). The insulin receptor is a ~300 kDa integral
membrane glycoprotein that consist of two α-subunits and two β-subunits (54,55). The α- and
β-subunits are joined by disulfide bonds to form a cylindrical structure, and when insulin binds,
a conformation change takes place allowing for tyrosine kinase activity and subsequent
receptor internalization (54,55). Using the endogenous ligand, insulin, as a vector has not been
attempted, likely because of two potential problems. First, insulin is rapidly degraded in the
bloodstream with a serum half-life of only 10 minutes, and secondly, interfering with the
natural insulin balance could cause hypoglycemia (3). However, like the TfR, there are
antibodies recognizing the insulin receptor that have been used as BBB-targeting vectors.
Extensive research using the 83-14 mouse MAb against the human insulin receptor (HIR) as
an RMT delivery vector has been performed. The 83-14 antibody is effective in Old World
primates like the Rhesus monkey, so it can be evaluated in a non-human setting (56).
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When compared to the transport of an anti-human TfR MAb (0.3% brain uptake at 24 hours)
(51), the transport of 83-14 across the primate BBB is approximately 10-fold greater, with
uptake nearing 4% (0.04 %ID/g, ~100g/brain) of the injected dose 3 hours after injection
(56). Similar to the transferrin antibodies, however, is the fact that 83-14 is a mouse antibody,
so it too could lead to immunogenic responses in humans. As a way to address this shortcoming,
engineered forms of the 83-14 MAb have been created to increase its human character. Both
a chimeric antibody (57) and more recently, a fully humanized form of the 83-14 antibody
against the HIR have been created (58). First, a chimeric MAb that is 85% human and 15%
mouse was created by grafting the mouse sequences encoding the variable fragment binding
regions onto a human immunoglobulin scaffold (57,59). The chimeric antibody had identical
reactivity to the HIR of human brain capillaries and comparable uptake into the Rhesus monkey
brain as the parent mouse 83-14 antibody (57,58). Fully humanized antibodies would likely
produce even less immunogenic response than chimeric antibodies (58,60). To fully humanize
the 83-14 antibody, only the CDR loops responsible for antigen binding were grafted onto the
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variable chain framework regions of a homologous human antibody (B43 IgG heavy chain and
the human REI kappa light chain) (58). In order to improve secretion of the humanized antibody
in myeloma cells, the variable heavy chain region of the humanized 83-14 was further
engineered by the replacement of five human residues with the original murine residues (58).
The affinity of the humanized antibody decreased only 27% relative to the murine antibody,
and the humanized antibody was still transported to all parts of the Rhesus monkey brain after
intravenous injection (58). Thus, the 83-14 MAb not only transports into the brain in animal
models, but via humanization could be directly applicable to clinical application in human
patients.
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Many of the experiments using the differentially humanized forms of the 83-14 MAb to deliver
drug cargo to the Rhesus monkey brain were similar to those using the TfR antibodies in mice
or rats. A few high impact studies are described below, and a complete listing can be found in
Table I. As a potential imaging agent of amyloid burden in vivo, a radiolabeled Aβ1–40 83-14
fusion protein was created. Brain uptake was tested by intravenous injection into Rhesus
monkeys, and like the situation observed in the mouse with 8D3 as a delivery vector, an increase
in brain concentration of radiolabeled Aβ1–40 was observed when conjugated to 83-14 (61).
Furthermore, the Aβ1–40 component of the fusion protein was tested by labeling tissue sections
of an autopsied human Alzheimer’s disease brain, where emulsion autoradiography showed
the radiolabeled conjugate bound to neuritic plaques (61). As another example, an expression
plasmid encoding β-galactosidase was encapsulated in liposomes decorated with 83-14. After
intravenous injection, the exogenous gene was delivered across both the BBB and the plasma
membrane of neurons where it was expressed at high levels (15). Moreover, when the
expression plasmid was controlled by the ocular-specific, opsin promoter, β-galactosidase gene
expression could be specifically limited to the primate eye, suggesting a capability for tissuespecific gene targeting (62). More recently, a single polypeptide fusion comprised of human
BDNF linked to the chimeric version of the 83-14 MAb was produced; and when injected
intravenously into Rhesus monkeys, the fusion protein resulted in a level of BDNF more than
10-fold greater than endogenous levels (63).
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The role of the mannose 6-phosphate (M6P) receptor, also known as the insulin-like growth
factor II (IGF-II) receptor, in transport across the BBB of neonatal mice has also been studied
(64). The M6P receptor functions in binding to the M6P component of lysosomal enzymes
which in turn, leads to internalization and their sorting to the lysosome. It had been shown
previously that β-glucuronidase (GUS), a 312 kDa enzyme, was accessible to the brain only
in the first two weeks of life (64,65). Deficiency in this enzyme results in the lysosomal storage
disorder mucopolysaccharidosis type VII (64). When radiolabeled and phosphorylated-GUS
(131I-P-GUS) or nonphosphorylated GUS were administered intravenously to neonatal mice,
P-GUS entered the brain, but the uptake of nonphosphorylated GUS was significantly lower
(less than ~25% relative to P-GUS). At seven weeks of age, transport of 131I-P-GUS became
insignificant. These observations indicated that P-GUS undergoes RMT via the M6P/IGF-II
receptor early in postnatal life but not in adults (64). Thus, correction of lysosomal storage
disorders may be possible in neonates using this RMT mechanism where the therapeutic is
actually the enzyme itself, and the authors suggested that understanding how to induce M6P
receptor in adults could lead to a potential route of enzyme administration for adults suffering
with lysosomal storage disorders (64).
III. Low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 and low density lipoprotein receptorrelated protein 2
Low density lipoprotein receptor-related proteins 1 (LRP1) and 2 (LRP2) have also been
utilized for targeted drug delivery. These receptors are structurally similar to the low density
lipoprotein (LDL) receptor, and they are multifunctional RMT systems having multiple ligands
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(54). As such, there are reports of several BBB-targeting vectors that take advantage of the
LRP1 and LRP2 RMT systems.
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Melanotransferrin, or human melanoma antigen p97, has been found to transcytose using LRP1
(66). About 0.1% of the injected dose of p97 is delivered to the mouse brain (0.25 %ID/g, ~0.5
g/brain) 1 hour after intravenous injection (67). P97 is structurally homologous to Tf and
(54) Gabathuler et al. were able to successfully deliver the anticancer drug adriamycin (ADR)
to the mouse brain by conjugating it to p97 (67). The p97 targeting moiety was conjugated to
ADR via the cross-linking of N-Succinimidyl S-acetylthioacetate (SATA) on p97 with
Succinimidyl 4-[N-maleimidomethyl]-cyclohexane-1-carboxylate (SMCC) on ADR (67). In
addition, treatment of mice with intracranial rat C6 glioma with the p97 conjugate significantly
increased the rate of survival, relative to ADR alone (67).
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Receptor-associated protein (RAP) participates in the folding and trafficking of LRP1 and
LRP2 (68). Pan et al. tested the hypothesis that RAP could undergo RMT via the LRP2
transporter and consequently be transported into the mouse brain parenchyma. These
researchers showed that the BBB permeability of RAP is greater than that found for either Tf
or p97 both in vitro and in vivo (68). In mice, between 0.25 and 0.5% of the injected dose of
radiolabeled RAP (0.5–1 %ID/g, ~0.5 g/brain) was delivered to the mouse brain in 30 minutes
(68). Importantly, RAP has also been shown to remain functional when proteins are fused to
either the N- or C-terminal, making it a good candidate for direct fusion to protein therapeutics
(68). Although the RAP system has yet to be used to deliver therapeutic cargo, these results
suggest that RAP may ultimately prove to be a feasible drug delivery vector. One potential
problem is that RAP is cleared by the kidney and the liver limiting its plasma residence time
and brain uptake (68).
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Nanoparticles coated with the surfactant, polysorbate 80 (Tween 80), have also been used for
brain delivery of drugs like dalargin (19), doxorubicin (20–23), loperamide (24), and
methotrexate (25) While definitive proof of nanoparticle transcytosis was not shown, drug was
clearly entering the brain and eliciting a pharmacologic effect. To investigate the mechanism
of brain uptake, the role of apolipoprotein in the transport of drug-laden, polysorbate 80-coated
nanoparticles was studied (26). PBCA nanoparticles were loaded with dalargin or loperamide
and coated with different apolipoproteins; while other samples were first precoated with
polysorbate 80 prior to apolipoprotein coating. The nanoparticles were intravenously injected
into mice, and results indicated that nanoparticles that provided an antinociceptive effect
required coating with either polysorbate 80, apolipoprotein B or E, or both polysorbate 80
coating and apolipoprotein B/E. Based on these and other results, it was hypothesized that the
polysorbate 80-coated nanoparticles adsorb apolipoproteins in the bloodstream and therefore
could undergo receptor-mediated endocytosis into the brain capillary endothelial cells like
lipoproteins via the LDL receptor family (26). The authors further hypothesized that the drug
is then transported by diffusion after release in the endothelial cells or transcytosed into the
brain as intact nanoparticles (26). Subsequently, a study by Sun et al. employed analytical
electron microscopy (AEM) to observe the polysorbate 80-coated poly-DL-lactide
nanoparticles in vivo, and their results indicated the presence of nanoparticles within the brain
endothelium and also in the brain parechyma (69). As mentioned earlier, polysorbate coating
can reduce the amount of nanoparticle uptake in peripheral organs, particularly those of the
RES. However, when polysorbate 80-coated nanoparticles were loaded with doxorubicin and
injected into rats, their biodistribution reverted to that found for uncoated nanoparticles, thereby
limiting this advantage (22,23). The percent injected dose of drug-loaded nanoparticles
reaching rat brain peaked one hour after intravenous injection at 0.44% (22). The authors
believe the positive charge of the doxorubicin-coated nanoparticle compound may have
contributed to this reduction (22), and illustrates that care must be taken when loading
nanoparticles so as not to significantly change the physical properties of the particle-drug
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conjugate. There remain questions regarding the mechanism of uptake for surfactant-coated
nanoparticles and their safety profile, and further information can be found in a recent review
article (70).
IV. Diphtheria toxin receptor/ Heparin binding epidermal growth factor-like growth factor
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Gaillard et al. (71) have tested the use of CRM197, a nontoxic mutant of diphtheria toxin, as
a targeting vector for drug delivery to the brain. This mutant has been used since the mid-1980s
as a carrier protein in human vaccinations (72) and more recently it has shown some degree of
antitumor activity in humans (73), so it has a long history of safe use in human treatments. In
the Gaillard study, CRM197 was tested for its brain delivery potential as it has been shown to
endocytose after binding the membrane-bound precursor of heparin binding epidermal growth
factor-like growth factor (HB-EGF), also known as the diphtheria toxin receptor (71). CRM197
was conjugated to the protein tracer, horseradish peroxidase (HRP), and transport capacity was
monitored using a bovine brain capillary/rat astrocytes in vitro BBB model. These assays
indicated transcytosis, albeit only after an initial delay and at a slow rate on the order of hours.
In addition, in the brains of guinea pigs intravenously injected with the CRM197-HRP
conjugate, HRP reaction product was primarily observed sequestered in brain blood vessels
corroborating the in vitro data that indicated a slow rate of transcytosis. However, a fraction
of HRP was also found fully transcytosed into the brain parenchyma (71). The authors point
out a potential complication for the CRM197 system is the serum presence of neutralizing
antibodies against CRM197 as a result of previous vaccinations (71), but they refer to the
anticancer clinical trails which indicated that the neutralizing antibody level actually decreased
after repeated treatment (73).
V. Novel BBB transport vectors and RMT targets
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Although the aforementioned systems are promising in terms of generating a pharmacologic
effect after intravenous injection of BBB-targeting vector-therapeutic conjugates, there are
several groups working to identify new targeting vectors and new RMT systems that could be
useful in brain drug delivery. The present methods rely on receptors like the transferrin and
insulin receptors that are, in general, ubiquitously expressed. This leads to mis-targeting of
brain drugs to other tissues where they could have unwanted side effects. In addition, the present
methodologies generally result in a low fraction 1–4% of the injected dose actually reaching
the brain target as a consequence of this poor selectivity and nonideal BBB permeability (50,
56,57,74). It is important to note that the total amount of drug entering the brain is indeed
sufficient in these cases and suggests clinical feasibility from a therapeutic standpoint.
However, the loss of between 96–99% of the administered therapeutic could hamper the
development of these delivery approaches given the cost of drug manufacture. This may be
especially true for expensive protein and gene-based medicines that currently comprise nearly
700 drugs in various stages of clinical trials (75). Thus, one of the goals has been to identify a
BBB-specific RMT system with a high transport capacity. One approach to identify new BBB
vectors and their conjugate RMT systems has been to use the power of combinatorial antibody
library technology.
Combinatorial antibody libraries are large pools of antibodies (~108-1012) having diverse
specificities. These libraries can be “searched” for antibodies that perform a specific function
such as binding to the plasma membranes of BBB endothelium and triggering transcytosis. In
this way, a naïve phage display library of llama single-domain antibodies (sdAb) was used to
identify sdAb that transcytose across an in vitro model of the human BBB (76) (Figure 2A).
Single domain antibodies (sdAb) are merely the variable heavy domain (VHH) of the llama
antibodies (77). Since sdAb lack the Fc domain of a full antibody, the nonspecific uptake in
organs that highly express Fc receptors is low (76). Furthermore, it has been suggested that
llama VHH would have limited immunogenic effect (78). Two sdAb, FC5 and FC44, that
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selectively bind to and transcytose human cerebromicrovascular endothelial cells (HCEC)
were isolated by a subtractive panning method. After intravenous injection into mice, both
phage-displayed and soluble FC5 and FC44 accumulated in the brain in addition to
accumulating in the kidney and liver. To compare with measures of brain uptake efficiency
described earlier, phage-displayed FC5 and FC44 accumulated in mouse brain at levels of 4.5
%ID/g (~2.2 %ID/brain) and 2.9 %ID/g (~1.5 %ID/brain), respectively (76). Subsequent
studies to characterize the mechanism of transport strongly suggest that FC5 transcytoses via
a receptor-mediated mechanism and recognizes in α(2,3)-sialoglycoprotein on the luminal
surface of brain endothelial cells (77).
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The antibodies described earlier in this review were either of rodent origin or partially
humanized, and this could lead to unwanted immunogenic reactions in human patients. For
human therapeutic application, fully human antibodies would be preferable (79). To this end,
a nonimmune yeast surface display library of human single-chain antibody fragments (scFv:
comprised of the variable light and heavy domains of full antibodies) was recently mined for
antibodies that target novel BBB cell-surface receptors (80) (Figure 2B). Thirty-four unique
antibody clones that bind to the brain endothelial cell surface were identified, and in some
cases, these antibodies targeted an endocytosis system. Interestingly, immunoprecipitation and
analysis of the cognate receptor indicated that it was neither the transferrin nor insulin receptor.
Although the transcytosis capability of these scFv has yet to be determined, these experiments
led to the identification of many novel BBB-targeting antibodies of human origin (80).
Both of these approaches have the potential to identify new targeting reagents and new RMT
systems. Of course, there is no guarantee that any new BBB vector-RMT systems will
outperform those already known like the transferrin, insulin, or LDL-based systems. Thus,
rather than achieving the “holy grail” of brain drug delivery and identifying a highly specific
and high permeability BBB vector-RMT system, it is likely that different RMT systems and
BBB targeting vectors will have distinct strengths and weaknesses regarding specificity and
capacity. The vector-RMT system could then be chosen and tailored based on the desired
application. The aforementioned study regarding the 8D3 and R17–127 antibodies exemplifies
this principle since these antibodies yielded different biodistributions and brain uptake although
they both targeted the TfR (35).

SECONDARY TARGETING TO SITE(S) OF ACTION WITHIN CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM
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Once the BBB-targeting vector-therapeutic conjugate has crossed the BBB, there may still be
a need to target it to the diseased tissue. For instance, targeting a cytotoxic drug specifically to
tumor cells, or targeting gene therapy to a selected subset of the neurons and glia may be
necessary. Alternatively, rather than having a specific cell targeting requirement, the drug
payload may require internalization into neurons or glia to achieve therapeutic effects.
Approaches that have been employed to achieve this second level of targeting/internalization
within the central nervous system are discussed below.
I. Transporter present on both BBB and target cell population
A single targeting vector that could function both in mediating transport across the BBB and
internalization into target cells would represent the simplest approach for meeting secondary
targeting requirements (Figure 3). The TfR, for example, is expressed on neurons (81,82) and
over-expressed in tumor tissue (83). The ubiquitous expression pattern of TfR has been
advantageous in developing a BBB RMT-based therapeutic for Parkinson’s disease (84,85).
Deficiency in the striatum of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the catalyst in the rate-limiting step
of the formation of dopamine, is a result of Parkinson’s disease (86). Zhang et al. (84,85)
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encapsulated a nonviral TH expression plasmid in a PEGylated liposome, and targeted it
through the BBB using the OX26 antibody. Since the TfR is also expressed by neurons, the
gene therapeutic could cross the neuronal plasma membrane by receptor-mediated endocytosis
without further modifications. Indeed, after intravenous injection of this targeted liposome into
the rat 6-hydroxydopamine model of Parkinson’s disease, striatal TH activity was normalized
and apomorphine-induced rotation behavior was significantly reduced (84,85). A similar
approach was used for imaging of diseased tissue by delivering an antisense payload capable
of discriminating affected tissue. As described earlier, a radiolabeled PNA was used to image
huntingin gene expression in a mouse model of Huntington’s disease (48). When intravenously
injected, the radiolabeled PNA-OX26 conjugate transcytosed the BBB and endocytosed into
the target brain cells that express the huntingin gene. The antisense PNA then hybridized to
the target mRNA in the cytosol and allowed imaging and quantitative autoradiography (48).
II. Sequential targeting
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In many cases, the targeting vector does not possess the fortuitous property of being able to
traverse the BBB and reach the secondary target as was the case for the TfR examples above.
However, it is still possible to accomplish secondary targeting by endowing the BBB vectortherapeutic conjugate with an additional targeting moiety. The first targeting agent would allow
RMT across the BBB while the second targeting agent would discriminate the site of action
within the central nervous system. Proof-of-principle experiments have supported the
feasibility of this strategy. For instance, human U87 glial brain tumors were implanted in mouse
brains, and mice were injected weekly with PEGylated liposomes containing either a nonviral
expression plasmid encoding antisense mRNA against the human epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) gene (87) or an expression plasmid encoding a short interfering hairpin RNA
(RNAi) directed against the human EGFR gene (88). The liposomes were decorated with both
the anti-TfR 8D3 and the anti-HIR 83-14 antibodies. The 8D3 targeted the liposome through
the mouse BBB while the anti-HIR 83-14 MAb targeted the human glioma cells and mediated
endocytosis of the gene therapeutics (Figure 3). Continuing weekly injection of the antisense
gene therapy increased the survival time by 100% (87), and the RNAi gene therapy increased
survival time by 88% (88).
III. Selective action
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It is also possible to gain a measure of secondary targeting by designing the therapeutic moiety
to act selectively on a subset of cells. Gene therapeutics are particularly amenable to this
approach as they can be customized using gene promoter elements that are cell-type specific
thereby restricting gene expression to the cell type of interest. As an example, plasmid DNA
encoding the tyrosine hydroxylase gene was loaded into PEGylated immunoliposomes
decorated with the OX26 MAb for BBB transport and brain cell uptake by the TfR (85). The
TH gene was designed to be under the control of the brain-restrictive GFAP promoter, so that
liver expression of TH was eliminated. In addition, although the GFAP promoter drives
expression in astrocytes and neurons, only the target population of nigral-striatal neurons
produce the necessary cofactor for TH activity (Figure 3). In this way, introducing the geneloaded immunoliposomes into a rat model of Parkinson’s disease had the effect of restoring
TH activity solely in the target neuron population, and a reduction in disease symptoms was
observed. Finally, a particularly elegant strategy that combines components of sequential
targeting with selective action was recently demonstrated (89). First, a bifunctional fusion
protein was engineered and consisted of an anti-beta amyloid scFv fused directly to the 83-14
MAb. The 83-14 portion mediated brain uptake, while the secondary targeting scFv portion
was designed to bind and disaggregate amyloid plaques within the brain tissue. The selectivity
arose from the constant regions (Fc) of the MAb. Since the neonatal Fc receptor is expressed
at the BBB and operates in the efflux of MAb in the brain to blood direction, it was hypothesized
that any amyloid bound by the scFv portion of the fusion protein could be actively carried out
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of the brain. In this way, it was shown that direct intracerebral injection of the fusion protein
reduced the plaque burden, presumably by neonatal Fc receptor efflux of fusion protein with
bound beta amyloid fragments (89).

CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
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Throughout this review, we have defined the requirements of RMT-based delivery of brain
therapeutics. These included choosing an appropriate RMT system and BBB-targeting vector,
identifying a means of linking drug to the targeting vector, and taking into consideration
requirements for secondary targeting within the CNS. Clearly the transferrin and insulin
receptor approaches are currently the most well developed, but the research community
continues to identify and develop alternative RMT-based transport systems. Ultimately, there
is likely to be a host of options, each having its respective niche in terms of selectivity, capacity,
and immunotolerance. As a measure of the promise of RMT-based CNS drug delivery methods,
companies such as ArmaGen Technologies are in the process of further developing the antiinsulin receptor system for the treatment of stroke. In addition, the RAP-therapeutic protein
fusion system is currently being developed by Raptor Pharmaceuticals, Inc. for the delivery of
therapeutic proteins. Finally, the development of an RMT-based delivery system capable of
overcoming the BBB requires expertise in BBB transport, pharmacokinetics, antibody
engineering, and materials science. Thus, interdisciplinary efforts will likely be required to
convert the “promise” of RMT approaches to “FDA-approved” therapeutics for noninvasive
drug delivery to the brain.
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ADR, adriamycin
AEM, analytical electron microscopy
AUC, area under the curve
Av, avidin
AZT, azidothymidine
BBB, blood-brain barrier
BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor
bFGF, basic fibroblast growth factor
DSPE, distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine
EGFR, human epidermal growth factor receptor
FGF-2, fibroblast growth factor-2
GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein
GUS, β-glucuronidase
HB-EGF, heparin binding epidermal growth factor-like growth factor
HCEC, human cerebromicrovascular endothelial cells
HD, Huntington’s disease
HIR, human insulin receptor
HRP, horseradish peroxidase
IGF-II, insulin-like growth factor II
LDL, low density lipoprotein
LRP1/2, Low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1/2
M6P, mannose 6-phosphate
MAb, monoclonal antibody
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MCAO, middle cerebral artery occlusion
NGF, nerve growth factor
NHS, N-hydroxysuccinimide
ODN, oligonucleotides
PBCA, poly(butyl cyanoacrylate)
PEG, poly(ethylene glycol)
P-GUS, phosphorylated β-glucuronidase
PNA, peptide nucleic acid
RAP, receptor-associated protein
RES, reticuloendothelial system
RMT, receptor-mediated transcytosis
rsCD4, recombinant human soluble CD4
SA/B, streptavidin/ biotin
SATA, N-Succinimidyl S-acetylthioacetate
scFv, single-chain variable fragment
sdAb, single-domain antibodies
SMCC, Succinimidyl 4-[N-maleimidomethyl]-cyclohexane-1-carboxylate
SV40, simian virus 40
Tf, transferrin
TfR, transferrin receptor
TH, tyrosine hydroxylase
tPA, tissue-type plasminogen activator
VIP, vasoactive intestinal peptide
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Schematic of transport routes at the BBB. As a result of tight junctions closing down the
paracellular space between adjacent endothelial cells, therapeutics must either diffuse through
cell membranes or be transported by one of the mechanisms indicated in order to successfully
reach brain tissue. A. Receptor-mediated transcytosis. B. Non-specific uptake either by
cationization and absorptive-mediated transcytosis or by protein transduction domain. C.
Carrier-mediated transport where nutrients enter the brain by traveling serially through
transporters present in the apical and basolateral endothelial cell plasma membranes.
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Schematic of strategies used for identifying novel BBB receptors and cognate targeting
reagents. A diverse library of 109-1012 genes that encode antibody fragments or peptides can
be displayed on the surface of phage, yeast, ribosomes or some other display platform. These
libraries can then be screened for antibodies/peptides that bind to receptors on the apical side
of the BBB. In the case of antibodies, these libraries often represent a significant fraction of
the natural repertoire of the immune system. In contrast to traditional immunization strategies
where a known antigen is used to raise antibodies in vivo, the library approach allows for in
vitro selections even against antigens or receptors whose identities are not initially known. The
figure depicts two such approaches. A. Transport-based selection. Selection using an in
vitro model of the BBB grown on a permeable membrane. By simply applying the library to
the blood side of the in vitro BBB, one can collect those particles that transport to the opposite
chamber or brain side as a result of the antibody/peptide displayed on the particle surface. This
process can be repeated until the target population is comprised almost exclusively of
transporting particles, at which time the antibodies/peptides mediating the particle transcytosis
process can be identified. B. Receptor-based selection. Alternatively, rather than using
transport as the selection criterion, one can simply screen for antibodies or peptides that meet
the requirement of binding to proteins located at the apical plasma membranes of the BBB
endothelium. Subsequently, those binding antibodies or peptides can be screened for their
capability to trigger endocytosis or transcytosis. Both approaches have been applied to BBB
research as described in the main text.
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Figure 3.

Schematic of secondary targeting strategies for therapeutic delivery to the brain. The figure
depicts an anti-TfR antibody-targeted PEGylated liposome as the delivery system, but similar
techniques can be used for other BBB targeting vectors and therapeutic payloads. For each
depicted technique, the anti-TfR MAb binds to the TfR, and allows crossing of the BBB by
transcytosis. I. Transporter present on both BBB and target cell population. For this situation,
the anti-TfR MAb can also bind to the TfR of the neurons and the astrocytes, yielding
intracellular delivery of the payload to both brain cell types. II. Sequential targeting. In addition
to the anti-TfR MAb, a second targeting antibody, such as the anti-HIR MAb, can be conjugated
to the surface of the PEGylated liposome. Thus, once the anti-TfR MAb allows delivery across
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the mouse BBB, the secondary targeting reagent can bind to the HIR on the surface of
xenografted human glioma cells allowing targeted delivery of payload. With this proof-ofconcept example, the strategy was designed based on the species difference of the xenograft.
However, one could instead envision using tumor specific antigens to provide this secondary
targeting. III. Selective action. The anti-TfR MAb binds to the TfR of the neurons and the
astrocytes. However, specificity can be attained since neurons may produce the cofactor
necessary for the activity of an enzyme payload. Similarly, delivering an expression plasmid
with a cell-type specific promoter would allow for selective action by driving expression of
the gene payload only in the target cell population.
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